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abstract

What started as an exploration of the 

relationship between collage and architecture, 

developed into a tower of separations and 

ambiguities, separation of rooms and objects, 

ambiguity of meaning and placement.

What started as a secluded room in the forest, 

developed into a tower that secludes itself and 

its rooms.

The thesis is process and finality, always 

changing, always complete.

The object is shelter of object.

The purpose is to contain both material things 

and purpose.

the shelter of object
Timothy D. Geier
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1figure 1: collage, first

first
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Collage relates to architecture in two ways : inspiration and representation. 

As inspiration it is an assemblage of experience, materials, ideas, and concepts.

As representation it has the ability to represent an experience of space and time, 

in a flat plane, using images-colors-materials to show meaning, depth, age,and 

relationships that are analogous to the experience of meaning, space, time, 

movement, and spatial/symbolic relationships in architecture.

The shelter of object also has dual meaning to the development of the thesis. 

It implies a shelter for objects and shelter of purpose, which could be self-

referencing. However, I attempted to show the purpose both as the simplistic 

idea of sheltering objects and the mysterious and ambiguous purpose of 

architecture.

During the translation of those ideas into a building I highlighted the simplistic 

and left the mysterious to subtlety. The simplistic is presented, while the 

mysterious is discoverable. 

Collage and architecture are both simplistic and mysterious. 



3figure 2: objects



4figure 3: section, building 1

building 1



5figure 4: site plan, building 1



6figure 5: candle holders, exploration

exploration



7figure 6: plans, exploration



8figure 7: section/plan, building 2

building 2



9figure 8: section, building 2



10figure 9: section sketch, transition 1

transition



11figure 10: sketches, transition 1 



12figure 11: plan sketches, building 3

building 3



13figure 12: section of tower, building 3



14figure 13: pastel elevation/section, building 3



15figure 14: pastel elevation/graphite section, building 3



16figure 15: sketch, transition 2

transition



17figure 16: section sketches, building 4

building 4



18figure 17: coffee and wine plan, building 4



19figure 18: CAD section/elevation, building 4



20figure 19: CAD plan, building 4



21figure 20: base sketches, furniture

furniture



22figure 21: base, furniture



23figure 22: collage/photograph holder, furniture



24figure 23: collage/photograph holder sketches, furniture



25figure 24: process holder, furniture



26figure 25: process holder sketches, furniture



27figure 26: portfolio holder, funiture



28figure 27: portfolio holder sketches, furniture



29figure 28: object holder, furniture



30figure 29: object holder sketches,furniture



31figure 30: photograph of defense pinup, final

final



32figure 31: door, final



33figure 32: door sketches, final



34figure 33: stair/floor axonometric section, final



35figure 34: stair/floor sketches, final



36figure 35: plans, final



37figure 36: site plan, final
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The tower has set elements that are in place:

-the light-well: which along with increased height, the bottom room is more important then the 
other rooms, which are all the same.
-the water outside and inside: showing the relationship of the elements to the building. (control)
-the ladders: the challenge of attaining access.

Within the framework of those three pieces I inserted the objects of my choice, placing them 

where I think their importance lies in relation to the framework. The objects gain meaning 

by their placement in the building, but it must be recognized that the building was also 

designed around those objects. Although the form followed the function the tower maintains 

its independence from the function. The function is temporary, moveable, rearrangable. That is 

what makes the building flexible, even with its dogmatic form. 

One of the best ways to frame this is as a building of contradictions:

-there are openings on the bottom, but not large enough to enter
-there is water outside and water inside: to show control of the elements, yet there are two 
uncontrolled holes in the top where you enter
-it leaves the earth and is surrounded by it
-outside the vertical ladder is open, inside the ladder is enclosed claustrophobiacly.
-the only room with light is the furthest underground
-the approach is tediously down, up, down, up, down, up, down, up

To walk you through: you would arrive from above and behind, where the tower emerges from 

a depression in the ground embeded in the side of a cliff, you must find the circuitous path 

down to the base to climb back up and down again on the inside and then climb stairs to move 

up into each room. At each room is a door that splits in the middle and slides to pocket on 

either side of the frame. Set in each door is a place to hold a candle. The floor of each room is 

shale shards held in wood troughs to give a soft crunch as you approach each of the bronze 

displays. We will start at the top and move down from room to room. The first room presents 

the water, from the rain. The second room is empty. The third presents you with a collage. The 

fourth the process of designing the building. The fifth a portfolio. The sixth a photograph. The 

final room holds a series of objects.



39figure 37: section/elevation final



40figure 38: section detail, final



41figure 39: elevation detail, final



42figure 40: section detail, final



43figure 41: elevation detail, final



44figure 42: section detail, final



45figure 43: elevation detail, final



46figure 44: section detail, final



47figure 45: elevation detail, final



48figure 46: section detail, final



49figure 47: elevation detail, final



50figure 48: section detail, final



51figure 49: elevation detail, final



52figure 50: model rear approach photograph, final



53figure 51: model elevation photograph, final



54figure 52: collage, final


